UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA

Plaintiff(s),

vs. Cedric Maurice Wilson

Case No. 13cv2330 (JNE/FLN)
(To be assigned by Clerk of District Court)

DEFENDANT(S).

National Security Agency

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

YES [ ] NO [X]

(Civil Action 92-0449)

(Enter the full name(s) of ALL defendants in this lawsuit. Please attach additional sheets if necessary).

COMPLAINT

PARTIES

1. List your name, address and telephone number. Do the same for any additional plaintiffs.

   a. Plaintiff Cedric Maurice Wilson

   Name
   Street Address 929 Aurora Ave Apt 3 Ramz
   County, City Ramsey
   State & Zip Code 55104
   Telephone Number 612-354-0650
2. List all defendants. You should state the full name of the defendant, even if that defendant is a government agency, an organization, a corporation, or an individual. Include the address where each defendant may be served. Make sure that the defendant(s) listed below are identical to those contained in the above caption.

a. Defendant No. 1
   Name National Security Agency
   Street Address 9800 Savage Rd, Fort Meade
   County, City MD 20755
   State & Zip Code Phone 410-688-6524

b. Defendant No. 2
   Name
   Street Address
   County, City
   State & Zip Code

c. Defendant No. 3
   Name
   Street Address
   County, City
   State & Zip Code

NOTE: IF THERE ARE ADDITIONAL PLAINTIFFS OR DEFENDANTS, PLEASE PROVIDE THEIR NAMES AND ADDRESSES ON A SEPARATE SHEET OF PAPER. Check here if additional sheets of paper are attached.
Please label the attached sheets of paper to correspond to the appropriate numbered paragraph above (e.g. Additional Defendants 2.d., 2.e., etc.)
JURISDICTION

Federal courts are courts of limited jurisdiction. Generally, two types of cases can be heard in federal court: cases involving a federal question and cases involving diversity of citizenship of the parties. Under 28 U.S.C. § 1331, a case involving the United States Constitution or federal laws or treaties is a federal question case. Under 28 U.S.C. § 1332, a case in which a citizen of one state sues a citizen of another state and the amount of damages is more than $75,000 is a diversity of citizenship case.

3. What is the basis for federal court jurisdiction? (check all that apply)

☐ Federal Question  ☑ Diversity of Citizenship

4. If the basis for jurisdiction is Federal Question, which Federal Constitutional, statutory or treaty right is at issue? List all that apply.

All of my Constitutional Rights are being Broken!

5. If the basis for jurisdiction is Diversity of Citizenship, what is the state of citizenship of each party? Each Plaintiff must be diverse from each Defendant for diversity jurisdiction.

Plaintiff Name: cadia marcie wilson
State of Citizenship: U.S.A

Defendant No. 1: National
State of Citizenship: U.S.A

Defendant No. 2: Security Agency
State of Citizenship: U.S.A

Attach additional sheets of paper as necessary and label this information as paragraph 5.

Check here if additional sheets of paper are attached. ☑

6. What is the basis for venue in the District of Minnesota? (check all that apply)

☐ Defendant(s) reside in Minnesota  ☑ Facts alleged below primarily occurred in Minnesota

☐ Other: explain

Minnesota and all

STATEMENT OF THE CLAIM

Describe in the space provided below the basic facts of your claim. The description of facts should include a specific explanation of how, where, and when each of the defendants named in the caption violated the law, and how you were harmed. Each paragraph must be numbered

Amendments Civil Liberties Constitutional Rights is being violated broken!

Page 3 of 12 tell how it work!
separately, beginning with number 7. Please write each single set of circumstances in a separately numbered paragraph.

7. The Attachments is what the N.S.A is doing to me the front page and and also Page 3 of 12 and other. From the base to the Satellites Sending Electromagnetics Radiation Energy to my whole body!

Attach additional sheets of paper as necessary.
Check here if additional sheets of paper are attached: ☑
Please label the attached sheets of paper to as Additional Facts and continue to number the paragraphs consecutively.

REQUEST FOR RELIEF

State what you want the Court to do for you and the amount of monetary compensation, if any, you are seeking.

Need turn the E off!

Death Threatening!
Signed this day of 8-23-13

Signature of Plaintiff

Mailing Address

Telephone Number

612 354 0650

Note: All plaintiffs named in the caption of the complaint must date and sign the complaint and provide his/her mailing address and telephone number. Attach additional sheets of paper as necessary.
Mr. P. Baird
c/- 23 Hobilloid Street
MARS HILL NSW 2245

Dear Mr. Baird,

Re: Electronic Surveillance

Thank you for your letter of the 15th October, 1993. The Council for Civil Liberties have always opposed electronic surveillance. The Council for Civil Liberties feels very, very strongly in relation to this issue. The Council only recently attacked the Federal Government in relation to the Federal Government's Listening Devices legislation. The Council will do all in its power to monitor, attack and protect individual liberties and rights, including the right to privacy.

Yours faithfully,

[Signature]

J.R. Marsden
President
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is what is happening faced on me!

Death Threatening

Cedric Wilson
Covert Operations of the U.S. National Security Agency

National Security Agency (NSA)

by John St Clair Akwei
From an article in Nexus Magazine April/May 96 from MindControlForums Website

A lawsuit filed against the U.S. National Security Agency reveals a frightening array of technologies and programs designed to keep tabs on individuals.

John St Clair Akwei vs National Security Agency
Ft George G. Meade, MD, USA
(Civil Action 92-0449)

The following document comprises evidence for a lawsuit filed at the U.S. Courthouse in Washington, DC, by John St Clair Akwei against the National Security Agency, Ft George G. Meade, Maryland (Civil Action 92-0449), constitutes his knowledge of the NSA’s structure, national security activities proprietary technologies and covert operations to monitor individual citizens Ed.

1. THE NSA’S MISSION AND DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE OPERATION

- **Communications Intelligence (COMINT)**
  
  Blanket coverage of all electronic communications in the US and the world to ensure national security. The NSA at Ft Meade, Maryland has had the most advanced computers in the world since the early 1960s.

  NSA technology is developed and implemented in secret from private corporations, academia and the general public.

- **Signals Intelligence (SICINT)**
  
  The Signals Intelligence mission of the NSA has evolved into a program of decoding EMF waves in the environment for wirelessly tapping into computers and track persons with the electrical currents in their bodies. Signals Intelligence is based on fact that everything in the environment with an electric current in it has a magnetic flux around it which gives off EMF waves.

  The NSA/DoD [Department of Defense] developed proprietary advanced digital equipment which can remotely analyze all objects whether manmade or organic, that have electrical activity.
• **Domestic Intelligence (DOMINT)**
The NSA has records on all US citizens. The NSA gathers information on US citizens who might be of interest to any of the over 50,000 NSA agents (HUMINT). These agents are authorized by executive order to spy on anyone. The NSA has a permanent national security anti-terrorist surveillance network in place. This surveillance network is completely disguised and hidden from the public.

Tracking individuals in the US is easily and cost-effectively implemented with NSA's electronic surveillance network. This network (DOMINT) covers the entire US, involves tens of thousands of NSA personnel, and tracks millions of persons simultaneously. Cost-effective implementation of operations is assured by NSA computer technology designed to minimize operations costs. NSA personnel serve in quasi-public positions in their communities and run cover businesses and legitimate businesses that can inform the intelligence community of persons they would want to track.

NSA personnel in the community usually have cover identities such as social workers, lawyers and business owners.

• **Individual Citizens Occasionally Targeted for Surveillance by Independently Operating NSA Personnel**

*NSA personnel* can control the lives of hundreds of thousands of individuals in the US by using the NSA's domestic intelligence network and cover businesses.

The operations independently run by them can sometimes go beyond the bounds of law. Long-term control and sabotage of tens of thousands of unwitting citizens by NSA operatives is likely to happen.

*NSA DOMINT* has the ability to assassinate US citizens covertly or run covert psychological control operations to cause subjects to be diagnosed with ill mental health.
Please Look Over I Need You Help Call Me AND I Will also Be trying To Call You To Set of a Day So we Both Can go over togeth
Please Review MY Number is 612 354 0650 Cedric M Wilson Right are Being Brother
2. NSA'S DOMESTIC ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE NETWORK

As of the early 1960s, the most advanced computers in the world were at the NSA, Ft Meade. Research breakthroughs with these computers were kept for the NSA.
At the present time the NSA has nanotechnology computers that are 15 years ahead of present computer technology. The NSA obtains blanket coverage of information in the US by using advanced computers that use artificial intelligence to screen all communications, regardless of medium, for key words that should be brought to the attention of NSA agents/cryptologists.

These computers monitor all communications at the transmitting and receiving ends.

This blanket coverage of the US is a result of the NSA's Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) mission. The NSA's electronic surveillance network is based on a cellular arrangement of devices that can monitor the entire EMF (electromagnetic frequency) spectrum.

This equipment was developed, implemented and kept secret in the same manner as other electronic warfare programs.

- **Signals Intelligence Remote Computer Tampering**
  The NSA keeps track of all PCs and other computers sold in the US.

This is an integral part of the Domestic Intelligence network. The NSA's EMF equipment can tune in RF (remote frequency) emissions from personal computer circuit boards (while filtering out emissions from monitors and power supplies).

The RF emission from PC circuit boards contains digital information in the PC. Coded RF waves from the NSA's equipment can resonate PC circuits and change data in the PCs. Thus the NSA can gain wireless modem-style entry into any computer in the country for surveillance or anti-terrorist electronic warfare.

- **Detecting EMF Fields in Humans for Surveillance**
  A subject's bioelectric field can be remotely detected, so subjects can be monitored anywhere they are.

With special EMF equipment NSA cryptologists can remotely read evoked potentials (from EEGs). These can be decoded into a person's brain-states and thoughts. The subject is then perfectly monitored from a distance. NSA personnel can dial up any individual in the country on the Signals Intelligence EMF scanning network and the NSA's computers will then pinpoint and track that person 24 hours a day.

The NSA can pick out and track anyone in the US.
3. NSA SIGNALS INTELLIGENCE USE OF EMF BRAIN STIMULATION

**NSA Signals Intelligence** uses **EMF Brain Stimulation** for **Remote Neural Monitoring (RNM)** and **Electronic Brain Link (EBL)**.

EMF Brain Stimulation has been in development since the **MKULTRA program** of the early 1950s, which included neurological research into radiation (non-ionizing EMF) and bioelectric research and development.

The resulting secret technology is categorized at the National Security Archives as "Radiation Intelligence", defined as,

"information from unintentionally emanated electromagnetic waves in the environment, not including radioactivity or nuclear detonation".

**Signals Intelligence** implemented and kept this technology secret in the same manner as other electronic warfare programs of the US Government.

The NSA monitors available information about this technology and withholds scientific research from the public. There are also international intelligence agreements to keep this technology secret.

The NSA has proprietary **electronic equipment** that analyze electrical activity in humans from a distance. NSA computer generated brain mapping can continuously monitor all of the electrical activity in the brain continuously. The NSA records and decode individual brain maps (of hundreds of thousands of persons) for national security purposes. EMF Brain Stimulation is also secretly used by the military for brain-to-computer link (in military fighter aircraft, for example).

For electronic surveillance purposes, electrical activity in the speech center of the brain can be translated into the subject's verbal thoughts. RNM can send encoded signals to the brain's auditory cortex, thus allowing audio communications direct to the brain (bypassing the ears). NSA operatives can
use this covertly to debilitate subjects by simulating auditory hallucinations characteristic of paranoid schizophrenia.

Without any contact with the subject, Remote Neural Monitoring can map out electrical activity from the visual cortex of a subject's brain and show images from the subject's brain on a video monitor. NSA operatives see what the surveillance subject's eyes are seeing. Visual memory can also be seen. RNM can send images direct to the visual cortex, bypassing the eyes and optic nerves.

NSA operatives can use this surreptitiously to put images into a surveillance subject's brain while they are in REM sleep for brain-programming purposes.

- **Capabilities of NSA Operatives Using RNM**

  There has been a Signals Intelligence network in the US since the 1940s.

  The NSA, Ft Meade has in place a vast two-way wireless RNM system which is used to track subjects and non-invasively monitor audio-visual information in their brains. This is all done with no physical contact with the subject. **RNM is the ultimate method of surveillance and domestic intelligence.** Speech, 3D sound and subliminal audio can be sent to the auditory cortex of the subject's brain (bypassing the ears), and images can be sent into the visual cortex. RNM can alter a subject's perceptions, moods and motor control.

  Speech cortex/auditory cortex link has become the ultimate communications system for the intelligence community. RNM allows for a complete audio-visual brain-to-brain link or brain-to-computer link.

The above is a simple flowchart of Neuro- Electromagnetic Frequency Assaults showing methods that can be perpetuated by the Police and Military Intelligence Agencies toward Remote Mind Control Experiments, Behavioural Manipulation and Murder.

### 4. NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY SIGNALS INTELLIGENCE ELECTRONIC BRAIN LINK TECHNOLOGY

NSA SIGINT can remotely detect, identify and monitor a person's bioelectric fields.

The NSA's Signals Intelligence has the proprietary ability to monitor remotely and non-invasively information in the human brain by digitally decoding the evoked potentials in the 30-50 Hz, 5 milliwatt...
electromagnetic emissions from the brain.

Neuronal activity in the brain creates a shifting electrical pattern that has a shifting magnetic flux. This magnetic flux puts out a constant 30-50 Hz, 5 milliwatt electromagnetic (EMF) wave.

Contained in the electromagnetic emission from the brain are spikes and patterns called "evoked potentials". Every thought, reaction, motor command, auditory event and visual image in the brain has a corresponding "evoked potential" or set of "evoked potentials". The EMF emission from the brain can be decoded into the current thoughts, images and sounds in the subject's brain.

NSA SIGINT uses EMF-transmitted Brain Stimulation as a communications system to transmit information (as well as nervous system messages) to intelligence agents and also to transmit to the brains of covert operations subjects (on a non-perceptible level).

EMF Brain Stimulation works by sending a complexly coded and pulsed electromagnetic signal to trigger evoked potentials (events) in the brain, thereby forming sound and visual images in the brain's neural circuits. EMF Brain Stimulation can also change a person's brain-states and affect motor control.

Two-way electronic Brain Link is done by remotely monitoring neural audio-visual information while transmitting sound to the auditory cortex (bypassing the ears) and transmitting faint images to the visual cortex (bypassing the optic nerves and eyes). The images appear as floating 2D screens in the brain.

Two-way electronic Brain Link has become the ultimate communications system for CIA/NSA personnel. Remote neural monitoring (RNM, remotely monitoring bioelectric information in the human brain) has become the ultimate surveillance system.

It is used by a limited number of agents in the US Intelligence Community.

* REMEMBER: THIS WAS DO-ABLE IN 1974!

Steady tone, near the high end of the hearing range, say, 15,000 Hz

Hypnotist's Voice, varying from, say, 300 Hz to 4,000 Hz

Mic.

Frequency Modulator, Voice Control Freq.

Output is now more or less a steady tone, like nimitus, but with hypnosis embedded.

Each vertical line is one short pulse of microwave signal at a frequency to which the human brain is sensitive... then brain converts the train of microwave pulses back to inaudible voice; there is no conscious defense possible against the hypnosis.

Transmitter

Curve below is magnified to show how the FM-voice controls the timing of the transmitter's pulses.

Timing of each microwave pulse is controlled by each down-slope crossing of the voice wave (Sharp's original 1974 method).

The above is a simple flowchart of Neuro-Electromagnetic Frequency Assaults showing methods that can be perpetuated by the Police and Military Intelligence Agencies toward Remote Mind Control Experiments, Behavioral Manipulation and Murder.

5. [NO HEADING IN ORIGINAL DOCUMENT]
RNM requires decoding the resonance frequency of each specific brain area.

That frequency is then modulated in order to impose information in that specific brain area. The frequency to which the various brain areas respond varies from 3 Hz to 50 Hz. Only NSA Signals Intelligence modulates signals in this frequency band. (See Table 1 below)

This modulated information can be put into the brain at varying intensities from subliminal to perceptible. Each person’s brain has a unique set of bioelectric resonance/entrainment frequencies. Sending audio information to a person’s brain at the frequency of another person’s auditory cortex would result in that audio information not being perceived.

The Plaintiff learned of RNM by being in two-way RNM contact with the Kinneconme group at the NSA, Ft Meade.

They used RNM 3D sound direct to the brain to harass the Plaintiff from October 1990 to May 1991.

As of 5/91 they have had two-way RNM communications with the Plaintiff and have used RNM to attempt to incapacitate the Plaintiff and hinder the Plaintiff from going to the authorities about their activities against the Plaintiff in the last 12 years. The Kinneconme group has about 100 persons working 24 hours a day at Ft Meade.

They have also brain-tapped persons the Plaintiff is in contact with to keep the Plaintiff isolated.

This is the first time ever that a private citizen has been harassed with RNM and has been able to bring a lawsuit against NSA personnel misusing this intelligence operations method.

An overview of how the weapons are deployed by the Mind Control Police
Mass Remote Mind Control by Blanket Coverage of the Population which is achieved via the Mobile Phone Network

ECHELON – CITIZEN SPY BASE
U.S. National Security Agency
Menwith Hill
Yorkshire, England

GCHQ
General Communications H. O.

M.I.5
Military Intelligence

M.O.D.
Ministry of Defence

6. NSA TECHNIQUES AND RESOURCES
Remote monitoring/tracking of individuals in any location, inside any building, continuously, anywhere in the country.

A system for inexpensive implementation of these operations allows for thousands of persons in every community to be spied on constantly by the NSA.

- **Remote RNM Devices**
  NSA's RNM equipment remotely reads the evoked potentials (EEGs) of the human brain for tracking individuals, and can send messages through the nervous systems to affect their performance. RNM can electronically identify individuals and track them anywhere in the US.

  This equipment is on a network and is used for domestic intelligence operations, government security and military base security, and in case of bioelectric warfare.

- **Spotters and Walk-Bys in Metropolitan Areas**
  Tens of thousands of persons in each area working as spotters and neighbourhood/business place spies (sometimes unwittingly) following and checking on subjects who have been identified for covert control by NSA personnel.

  Agents working out of offices can be in constant communication with spotters who are keeping track of the NSA's thousands of subjects in public. NSA agents in remote offices can instantly identify (using~ RNM) any individual spotted in public who is in contact with surveillance subject.

- **Chemicals and Drugs into Residential Buildings with Hidden NSA Installed and Maintained Plastic Plumbing lines**
  The NSA has kits for running lines into residential tap water and air ducts of subjects for the delivery of drugs (such as sleeping gas or brainwashing-aiding drugs).

  This is an outgrowth of CIA pharmacology (psychopharmacology).

- **Brief Overview of Proprietary US Intelligence/Anti-Terrorist Equipment Mentioned**

  Fixed network of special EMF equipment that can read EEGs in human brains and identify/track individuals by using digital computers. **ESB (Electrical Stimulation to the Brain)** via EMF signal from the NSA Signals Intelligence is used to control subjects.

  EMF equipment that gathers information from PC circuit boards by deciphering RF emissions, thereby gaining wireless modem-style entry into any personal computer in the country. All equipment hidden, all technology secret, all scientific research unreported (as in electronic warfare research).

  Not known to the public at all, yet complete and thorough implementation of this method of domestic intelligence has been in place since the early 1980s.

**Editor's Note:**
I tried ringing Mr Ahwei to find out what was the out-come, if any, of his court case. He firmly but kindly told me that he could not speak about anything to do with the case over the phone and hung up. A subsequent conversation of similar length resulted in the information that he did not wish his address or phone number published with this article.

So, if we hear of any developments, we'll let you know.

---

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/scalar_tech/esp_scalartech12.htm
Its totally obvious from the above article that the US National Security Agency is none other than a covertly run terrorist organization.

Their highly sophisticated technology that is used to monitor and manipulate the minds of millions of innocent people daily, is a blatant expression of the dominating and authoritarian mentality that exists behind the facade of our so called democratic society.

George Orwell's "THOUGHT POLICE" is an absolute reality in today's world.

Whether we realize it or not, every individual within our society is negatively effected by this dictatorship attitude.

It has to change - It will change - It starts with you!

George Farquhar
Project Freedom

An example of EMF Brain Stimulation
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brain Area</th>
<th>Bioelectric Resonance Frequency</th>
<th>Information Induced Through Modulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Motor Control Cortex</td>
<td>10 Hz</td>
<td>Motor Impulse co-ordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auditory Cortex</td>
<td>15 Hz</td>
<td>Sound which bypasses the ears</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual Cortex</td>
<td>25 Hz</td>
<td>Images in the brain bypassing the eyes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somatosensory</td>
<td>9 Hz</td>
<td>Phantom touch sense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thought Center</td>
<td>20 Hz</td>
<td>Imposed subconscious thoughts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RESOURCES

These publications have only been discovered since December 1991, after Plaintiff had already notified authorities (Dept of Justice, etc.) of Public Corruption by named NSA employees.

When no action was taken against the NSA employees, I researched the Intelligence Community electronic surveillance technology involved and discovered the following publications.

- The Body Electric: Electromagnetism and the Foundation of Life, by Robert Becker, M.D. Monitoring neuroelectric information in the brain ESB. (p. 265,313,318)
- Currents of Death, by Paul Brodeur. Driving brain electrical activity with external EM; magnetophosphenes; Delgado. (p. 27,93)
- The Zapping of America, by Paul Brodeur. DoD EM ESB research; simulating auditory hallucinations.
- Of Mice, Men and Molecules, by John H. Heller 1963 Bioelectricity; probing the brain with EIM waves. (p. 110)
- The Three-Pound Universe, by Judith Hooper. CIA EEG research; EEGs for
surveillance. (p.29,132,137)

- In the Palaces of Memory, by George Johnson. EM emissions from the brain; the brain as an open electromagnetic circuit.
- The Puzzle Palace, by James Bamford. Signals Intelligence; most advanced computers in the early 'sixties.
- The US Intelligence Community. Glossary terms at National Security Archives; Radiation Intelligence (information from unintentionally emanated electromagnetic energy, excluding radioactive sources).
- The Search for the "Manchurian Candidate", by John Marks. Electrical or radio stimulation to the brain; CIA R&D in bioelectronics. (p.227)
- Crimes of the Intelligence Community, by Morton Halperin. Surreptitious entries; intelligence agents running operations against government workers.
- War in the Age of Intelligent Machines, NSA computer supremacy, complete control of information.
- The Mind, by Richard Restak, M.D. EEG Systems inc.; decoding brain EM emanations, tracking thoughts on a computer. (p. 258)
- MedTech, by Lawrence Galton. Triggering events in the brain, direct to auditory cortex signals.
- Cyborg, by D.S. Halacy, Jr. 1965. Brain-to-computer link research contracts given out by the US government.
- Psychiatry and the CIA: Victims of Mind Control, by Harvey M. Weinstein M.D. Dr. Cameron; psychic driving; ultraconceptual communications.
- Journey Into Madness: The True Story of Secret CIA Mind Control and Medical Abuse, by Gordon Thomas, Intelligence R&D; Delgado; psychic driving with radio telemetry. (p. 127,276,116,168,169)
- Mind Manipulators, by Alan Schefflin and Edward M. Opton. MKULTRA brain research for information-gathering.
- The Brain Changers, by Maya Pines. Listening to brain EM emissions. (p.19)
- Modern Bioelectricity. Inducing audio in the brain with EM waves; DoD cover-up; EM wave ESB; remote EEGs
- Magnetic Stimulation in Clinical Neurophysiology, by Sudhansu Chokroverty. Magnetoophosphenes; images direct to the visual cortex.
- The Mind of Man, by Nigel Calder. US intelligence brain research.
- Brain Control, by Elliot S. Valenstein. ESB., control of individuals.
- Towards Century 21, by C.S. Wallia. Brain Stimulation for direct-to-brain communications (p21)
- Mind Tools, by Rudy Rucker. Brain tapping; communications with varying biomagnetic fields (p82).
- Ear Magazine. Article on extremely low frequencies radio emissions in the natural environment; radio emissions from the human body.
- Beyond Bio Feedback, by Elmer and Alyce Green, 1977 (p118)
- The Body Quantum, by Fred Alan Wolf
- Cloning; A Biologist Reports, by Robert Gillmore McKinnell. Ethical review of cloning humans.
- Hoovers' FBI, by Former agent William Turner. Routines of electronic surveillance work. (p280).
- July 20th 2019, by Arthur C. Clarke LIDA; Neurophonics; Brain-computer link.
• MegaBrain, by Michael Hutchison. Brain stimulation with EM waves; CIA research and information control. (pp.107,108,117,120,123).
• The Cult of Information, by Theodore Rosnak, 1986. NSA Directive #145; personal, files in computers; computer automated telephone tapping.
• The Body Shop, 1986 implantation of an electrode array on the visual cortex for video direct to the brain; other 1960's research into electronically triggering Phosphenes in the brain, thus bypassing the eyes.
• Evoked Potentials, by David Regan. Decoding neuroelectric information in the brain.
John St. Clair Akwei vs.
NSA, Ft. Meade, MD, USA
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Evidence for the Lawsuit filed at the US courthouse in Washington, D.C.
(Civil Action 92-0449)
John St.Clair Akwei vs. NSA Ft George G. Meade, MD
My knowledge of the National Security Agency's structure, national security activities, proprietary technology, and covert operations to monitor individual citizens.
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The NSA's mission and the NSA's domestic Intelligence operation.

Communications Intelligence (COMINT)
Blanket coverage of all electronic communication in the U.S. and the world to ensure national security. The NSA at Ft. Meade, Maryland has had the most advanced computers in the world since the early 1960's. NSA technology is developed and implemented in secret from private corporations, academia, and the general public.

Signals Intelligence (SIGINT)
The Signals Intelligence mission of the NSA has evolved into a program of decoding EMF waves in the environment for wirelessly tapping into computers and tracking persons with the electrical currents in their bodies. Signals Intelligence is based on the fact that everything in the environment with an electric current in it has a magnetic flux around it which gives off EMF waves. The NSA/DoD has developed proprietary advanced digital equipment which can remotely analyze all objects whether man-made or organic that have electrical activity.
Domestic Intelligence (DOMINT)

The NSA has records on all U.S. citizens. The NSA gathers information on U.S. citizens who might be of interest to any of the over 50,000 NSA agents (HUMINT). These agents are authorized by executive order to spy on anyone. The NSA has a permanent National Security Anti-Terrorist surveillance network in place. This surveillance network is completely disguised and hidden from the public.

Tracking individuals in the U.S. is easily and cost-effectively implemented with the NSA's electronic surveillance network. This network (DOMINT) covers the entire U.S., involves thousands of NSA personnel, and tracks millions of persons simultaneously. Cost effective implementation of operations is assured by NSA computer technology designed to minimize operations costs.

NSA personnel serve in Quasi-public positions in their communities and run cover businesses and legitimate businesses that can inform the intelligence community of persons they would want to track. NSA personnel in the community usually have cover identities such as social workers, lawyers and business owners.

Individual citizens occasionally targeted for surveillance by independently operating NSA personnel.

NSA personnel can control the lives of hundreds of thousands of individuals in the U.S. by using the NSA's domestic intelligence network and cover businesses. The operations independently run by them can sometimes go beyond the bounds of law. Long-term control and sabotage of tens of thousands of unwitting citizens by NSA operatives is likely to happen. NSA Domint has the ability to covertly assassinate U.S. citizens or run covert psychological control operations to cause subjects to be diagnosed with ill mental health.

Table of Contents

NSA's domestic electronic surveillance network

As of the early 1960's the most advanced computers in the world were at the NSA, Ft. Meade. Research breakthroughs with these computers were kept for the NSA. At the present time the NSA has nanotechnology computers that are 15 years ahead of present computer technology. The NSA obtains blanket coverage of information in the U.S. by using advanced computers that use artificial intelligence to screen all communications, regardless of medium, for key words that should be brought to the attention of NSA agents/cryptologists. These computers monitor all communications at the transmitting and receiving ends. This blanket coverage of the U.S. is a result of the NSA's Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) mission.

The NSA's electronic surveillance network is based on a cellular arrangement of devices that can monitor the entire EMF spectrum. This equipment was developed, implemented, and kept secret in the same manner as other electronic warfare programs.

With this technology NSA personnel can non-obtrusively tap into any communication device in existence. This includes computers, telephones, radio and video-based devices, printers, car electronics, and even the minute electrical fields in humans (for tracking individuals).

Signals Intelligence Remote Computer Tampering

The NSA keeps track of all PCs and other computers sold in the U.S. This is an integral part of the Domestic Intelligence network.

The NSA's EMF equipment can tune in RF emissions from personal computer circuit boards (while filtering out emissions from monitors and power supplies). The RF emission from PC circuit boards contains digital information in the PC. Coded RF waves from the NSA's equipment can resonate PC circuits and change data in the PC's. Thus the NSA can gain wireless modem-style entry into any computer in the country for surveillance or anti-terrorist warfare.

Radio and Television signals can be substituted at the receiving end with special EMF equipment. Replacing signals in Radios and Televisions is another outgrowth of the NSA's Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) mission.

Detecting EMF Fields in Humans for Surveillance.

A subject's bioelectric field can be remotely detected, so subjects can be monitored anywhere they are. With special EMF equipment NSA cryptologists can remotely read evoked potentials (from EEGs). These can be decoded into a person's brain-states and thoughts. The subject is then perfectly monitored from a distance.

NSA personnel can dial up any individual in the country on the Signals Intelligence EMF scanning network and the NSA's computers will then pinpoint and track that person 24 hours-a-day. The NSA can pick out and track anyone in the U.S.

Table of Contents
NSA Signals Intelligence Use of EMF Brain Stimulation

NSA Signals Intelligence uses EMF Brain Stimulation for Remote Neural Monitoring (RNM) and Electronic Brain Link (EBL). EMF Brain Stimulation has been in development since the MKUltra program of the early 1950's, which included neurological research into "radiation" (non-ionizing EMF) and bioelectric research and development. The resulting secret technology is categorized at the National Security Archives as "Radiation Intelligence," defined as "information from unintentionally emanated electromagnetic waves in the environment, not including radioactivity or nuclear detonation."

Signals Intelligence implemented and kept this technology secret in the same manner as other electronic warfare programs of the U.S. government. The NSA monitors available information about this technology and withholds scientific research from the public. There are also international intelligence agency agreements to keep this technology secret.

The NSA has proprietary electronic equipment that analyzes electrical activity in humans from a distance. NSA computer-generated brain mapping can continuously monitor all the electrical activity in the brain continuously. The NSA records aid decodes individual brain maps (of hundreds of thousands of persons) for national security purposes. EMF Brain Stimulation is also secretly used by the military for Brain-to-computer link. (In military fighter aircraft, for example.)

For electronic surveillance purposes, electrical activity in the speech center of the brain can be translated into the subject's verbal thoughts. RNM can send encoded signals to the brain's auditory cortex thus allowing audio communication direct to the brain (bypassing the ears). NSA operatives can use this to covertly debilitate subjects by simulating auditory hallucinations characteristic of paranoid schizophrenia.

Without any contact with the subject, Remote Neural Monitoring can map out electrical activity from the visual cortex of a subject's brain and show images from the subject's brain on a video monitor. NSA operatives see what the surveillance subject's eyes are seeing. Visual memory can also be seen. RNM can send images direct to the visual cortex, bypassing the eyes and optic nerves. NSA operatives can use this to surreptitiously put images in a surveillance subject's brain while they are in REM sleep for brain-programming purposes.
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Capabilities of NSA operatives using RNM

There has been a Signals Intelligence network in the U.S. since the 1940's. The NSA, Ft. Meade has in place a vast two-way wireless RNM system which is used to track subjects and non-invasively monitor audio-visual information in their brain. This is all done with no physical contact with the subject. RNM is the ultimate method of surveillance and domestic intelligence. Speech and 3D sound, and subliminal audio can be sent to the auditory cortex of the subject's brain (bypassing the ears) and images can be sent into the visual cortex. RNM can alter a subject's perceptions, moods, and motor control.

Speech cortex/auditory cortex link has become the ultimate communications system for the intelligence community. RNM allows for a complete audio-visual brain-to-brain link or brain-to-computer link.
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National Security Agency Signals Intelligence

Electronic Brain Link Technology

NSA SigInt can remotely detect, identify and monitor a person's bioelectric fields.

The NSA's Signals Intelligence has the proprietary ability to remotely and non-invasively monitor information in the human brain by digitally decoding the evoked potentials in the 30-50 hz, .5 milliwatt electro-magnetic emissions from the brain.

Neuronal activity in the brain creates a shifting electrical pattern that has a shifting magnetic flux. This magnetic flux puts out a constant 30-50 hz, .5 milliwatt electromagnetic (EMF) wave. Contained in the electromagnetic emission from the brain are spikes and patterns called "evoked potentials."

Every thought, reaction, motor command, auditory event, and visual image in the brain has a corresponding "evoked potential" or set of "evoked potentials." The EMF emission from the brain can be decoded into the current thoughts, images and sounds in the subject's brain.

NSA SigInt uses EMF-transmitted Brain Stimulation as a communications system to transmit information (as well as nervous system messages) to intelligence agents and also to transmit to the brains of covert operations subjects (on a non-perceptible level).

EMF Brain Stimulation works by sending a complexly coded and pulsed electromagnetic signal to trigger evoked potentials (events) in the brain, thereby forming sound and visual images in the brain's neural circuits. EMF Brain Stimulation can also change a person's brain-states and affect motor control.

Two-way Electronic Brain-Link is done by remotely monitoring neural audio-visual information while transmitting sound to the auditory cortex (bypassing the ears) and transmitting faint images to the visual cortex (bypassing the optic nerves and eyes, the images appear as floating 2-D screens in the brain).
Two-Way Electronic Brain Link has become the ultimate communications system for CIA/NSA personnel. Remote Neural Monitoring (RNM, remotely monitoring bioelectric information in the human brain) has become the ultimate surveillance system. It is used by a limited number of agents in the U.S. Intelligence Community.

RNM requires decoding the resonance frequency of each specific brain area. That frequency is then modulated in order to impose information in that specific brain area. The frequency to which the various brain areas respond varies from 3 Hz to 50 Hz. Only NSA Signals Intelligence modulates signals in this frequency band.

An example of EMF Brain Stimulation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brain Area</th>
<th>Bioelectric Resonance Frequency</th>
<th>Information Induced Through Modulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Motor Control Cortex</td>
<td>10 Hz</td>
<td>Motor Impulse Coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auditory Cortex</td>
<td>15 Hz</td>
<td>Sound which bypasses the ears</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual Cortex</td>
<td>25 Hz</td>
<td>Images in the brain, bypassing the eyes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somatosensory Cortex</td>
<td>09 Hz</td>
<td>Phantom Touch Sense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thought Center</td>
<td>20 Hz</td>
<td>Imposed Subconscious Thoughts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This modulated information can be put into the brain at varying intensities from subliminal to perceptible. Each person's brain has a unique set of bioelectric resonance/entrainment frequencies. Sending audio information to a person's brain at the frequency of another person's auditory cortex would result in that audio information not being perceived.

The Plaintiff learned of RNM by being in two-way RNM contact with the Kinnecone group at the NSA, Ft. Meade. They used RNM 3D sound direct to the brain to harass the Plaintiff from 10/90 to 5/91. As of 5/91 they have had two-way RNM communications with the Plaintiff and have used RNM to attempt to incapacitate the Plaintiff and hinder the Plaintiff from going to authorities about their activities against the Plaintiff in the last twelve years. The Kinnecone group has about 100 persons working 24-hours-a-day at Ft Meade. They have also brain-tapped persons the Plaintiff is in contact with to keep the Plaintiff isolated. This is the first time ever that a private citizen has been harassed with RNM and has been able to bring a lawsuit against NSA personnel misusing this intelligence operations method.
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NSA Techniques and Resources

Remote monitoring/tracking of individuals in any location. inside any building, continuously, anywhere in the country.

A system for inexpensive implementation of these operations allows for thousands of persons in every community to be spied on constantly by the NSA.

Remote RNM Devices

a) NSA's RNM equipment remotely reads the evoked potentials (EEGs) of the human brain for tracking individuals and can send messages through the nervous system to affect their performance.

b) [Information missing from original]

c) RNM can electronically identify individuals and track them anywhere in the U.S. This equipment is on a network and is used for domestic intelligence operations, government security, and military base security, and in case of bioelectric warfare.

Spotters and Walk-Bys in Metropolitan Areas

a) Tens of thousands of persons in each area working as spotters and neighborhood/business place spies (sometimes unwittingly) following and checking on subjects who have been identified for covert control by NSA personnel.

b) Agents working out of offices can be in constant communication with Spotters who are keeping track of the NSA's thousands of subjects in public.

c) NSA Agents in remote offices can instantly identify (using RNM) any individual spotted in public whom is in contact with surveillance subject.
Chemicals and Drugs into Residential Buildings with hidden NSA-Installed and maintained plastic plumbing lines.

a) The NSA has kits for running lines into residential tap water and air ducts of subjects for the delivery of drugs (such as sleeping gas or brainwashing aiding drugs). This is an outgrowth of CIA pharmacopsychology.

Brief Overview of Proprietary U.S. Intelligence/Anti-Terrorist Equipment Mentioned.

Fixed network of special EMF equipment that can read EEGs in human brains and identify/track individuals by using digital computers. ESB (Electrical Stimulation to the Brain) via EMF signal from the NSA Signals Intelligence is used to control subjects. EMF equipment that gathers information from PC circuit boards by deciphering RF emissions thereby gaining wireless modem-style entry into any personal computer in the country. All equipment hidden, all technology secret, all scientific research unreported (as in electronic warfare research). Not known to the public at all, yet complete and thorough implementation of this method of domestic intelligence has been in place since the early 1980's.
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Resources

These publications have only been discovered since December 1991, after Plaintiff had already notified authorities (Dept. of Justice, etc.) of Public Corruption by named NSA employees. When no action was taken against the NSA employees I researched the Intelligence Community electronic surveillance technology involved and discovered the following publications:
The Body Electric
Electromagnetism and the Foundation of Life, by Robert Becker, M.D.
p. 265/313/318. Monitoring neuroelectric information in the brain. E-M wave E.S.B.
Cross Currents, by Robert Becker, M.D.
Currents of Death by Paul Brodeur
The Zapping of America by Paul Brodeur
DoD E-M ESB Research, simulating auditory hallucinations.
p. 110, Bioelectricity. probing the brain with E-M waves.
The 3-Pound Universe, by Judith Hooper
p. 29/132/137. CIA EEG research. EEG's for surveillance.
In the Palaces or Memory, by George Johnson
E-M emissions from the brain, the brain as an open electromagnetic circuit.
The Puzzle Palace, by James Bamford
Signals intelligence, most advanced computers in the early Sixties
The U.S. Intelligence Community - Glossary terms at National Security Archives:
Radiation intelligence - information from unintentionally emanated electromagnetic energy, excluding radioactive sources.
The Search for the "Manchurian Candidate," by John Marks
p. 327. Electrical or radio stimulation to the brain, CIA R&D in bioelectrics.
Secret Agenda, by Jim Hougan
National Security cult groups.
Crimes of the Intelligence Community. by Morton Halperin
Surreptitious entries; intelligence agents running operations against government workers
War in the Age of Intelligent Machines
NSA computer supremacy, complete control of information
Alternate Computers, by Time-Life Books
Molecule Computers
The Mind, by Richard Restak, M.D.
Further Resources

These publications have only been discovered since December 1991, after Plaintiff had already notified authorities (Dept. of Justice, etc.) of Public Corruption by named NSA employees. When no action was taken against the NSA employees I researched the Intelligence Community electronic surveillance technology involved and discovered the following publications:

Modern Bioclectricity
- Inducing audio in the brain with e-m waves, DoD cover-up, E-M wave ESB. Remote EEGs.
- Magnetic Stimulation in Clinical Neuropsychology by Sudhansu Chokroverty
  - Magneto-Phosphenes. Images direct to the visual cortex.
- The Mind of Man by Nigel Calder
  - U.S. Intelligence brain research
- Neuroelectric Society Conference - 1971
  - Audio direct to the brain with e-m waves, two waf remote EEG.
- Brain Control by Elliot S. Valenstein
  - ESB control of individuals
- Towards Century 21 by C.S. Wallia
- Mind Wars by Ron McRae, associate of Jack Anderson
- Mind Tools by Rudy Rucker
  - Brain tapping, communication with varying biomagnetic fields. p. 82
- U.S. News and World Report 1/2/84
  - p. 88. e-m wave brain stimulation. Intelligence community high tech.
- Ear Magazine article on extremely low frequency radio emissions in the natural environment, radio emissions from the human body.
- City Paper article on FCC and NSA "complete radio spectrum" listening posts. 1/17/92.
  - p. 48
- Beyond Biofeedback - 1977 - by Elmer and Alyce Green
  - p. 118
- The Body Quantum by Fred Alan Wolf
- Cloning - A Biologist Reports by Robert Gilmore McKinnell
  - Ethical review of cloning humans.
- Hoover's FBI by former agent William Turner
  - p. 280. Routines of electronic surveillance work.
- July 20, 2019 by Arthur C. Clarke
  - Lida, Neurophonics, Brain/Computer Link
- MegaBrain by Michael Hutchison
- The Cult of Information by Theodore Rosnak - 1986
- The Body Shop
  - 1968 implantation of an electrode array on the visual cortex for video direct to the brain and other 1960s research into electronically triggering phosphenes in the brain, thus bypassing the eyes.
- Evoked Potentials by David Regan
  - Decoding neuroelectric information in the brain
Quelle: http://www.mindcontrolforums.com/akwei.htm
Covert Operations of the U.S. National Security Agency

A lawsuit filed against the U.S. National Security Agency reveals a frightening array of technologies and programs designed to keep tabs on individuals.

From an article in Nexus Magazine April/May 96

[pdf version]

John St Clair Akwei
vs
National Security Agency
Ft George G. Meade, MD, USA
(Civil Action 92-0449)

The following document comprises evidence for a lawsuit filed at the U.S. Courthouse in Washington, DC, by John St Clair Akwei against the National Security Agency, Ft George G. Meade, Maryland (Civil Action 92-0449), constitutes his knowledge of the NSA's structure, national security activities proprietary technologies and covert operations to monitor individual citizens.
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RESOURCES

1. THE NSA'S MISSION AND DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE OPERATION

Communications Intelligence (COMINT)
Blanket coverage of all electronic communications in the US and the world to ensure national security.
Covert Operations of the U.S. National Security Agency John St Clair

The NSA at Ft Meade, Maryland has had the most advanced computers in the world since the early 1960s. NSA technology is developed and implemented in secret from private corporations, academia and the general public.

Signals Intelligence (SICINT)

The Signals Intelligence mission of the NSA has evolved into a program of decoding EMF waves in the environment for wirelessly tapping into computers and track persons with the electrical currents in their bodies. Signals Intelligence is based on fact that everything in the environment with an electric current in it has a magnetic flux around it which gives off EMF waves. The NSA/DoD [Department of Defence] developed proprietary advanced digital equipment which can remotely analyze all objects whether manmade or organic, that have electrical activity.

Domestic Intelligence (DOMINT)

The NSA has records on all US citizens. The NSA gathers information on US citizen who might be of interest to any of the over 50,000 NSA agents (HUMINT). These agents are authorized by executive order to spy on anyone. The NSA has a permanent national security anti-terrorist surveillance network in place. This surveillance network is completely disguised and hidden from the public.

Tracking individuals in the US is easily and cost-effectively implemented with NSA's electronic surveillance network. This network (DOMINT) covers the entire US, involves tens of thousands of NSA personnel, and tracks millions of persons simultaneously. Cost-effective implementation of operations is assured by NSA computer technology designed to minimize operations costs. NSA personnel serve in quasi-public positions in their communities and run cover businesses and legitimate businesses that can inform the intelligence community of persons they would want to track. NSA personnel in the community usually have cover identities such as social workers, lawyers and business owners.

Individual Citizens Occasionally Targeted for Surveillance by Independently Operating NSA Personnel

NSA personnel can control the lives of hundreds of thousands of individuals in the US by using the NSA's domestic intelligence network and cover businesses. The operations independently run by them can sometimes go beyond the bounds of law. Long-term control and sabotage of tens of thousands of unwitting citizens by NSA operatives is likely to happen. NSA DOMINT has the ability to assassinate US citizens covertly or run covert psychological control operations to cause subjects to be diagnosed with ill mental health.

2. NSA'S DOMESTIC ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE NETWORK

As of the early 1960s, the most advanced computers in the world were at the NSA, Ft Meade. Research breakthroughs with these computers were kept for the NSA. At the present time the NSA has nanotechnology computers that are 15 years ahead of present computer technology. The NSA obtains blanket coverage of information in the US by using advanced computers that use artificial intelligence to screen all communications, regardless of medium, for key words that should be brought to the attention of NSA agents/cryptologists. These computers monitor all communications at the transmitting and receiving ends. This blanket coverage of the US is a result of the NSA's Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) mission. The NSA's electronic surveillance network is based on a cellular arrangement of devices that can monitor the entire EMF spectrum. This equipment was developed, implemented and kept secret in the same manner as other electronic warfare programs.

Signals Intelligence Remote Computer Tampering
The NSA keeps track of all PCs and other computers sold in the US. This is an integral part of the Domestic Intelligence network. The NSA's EMF equipment can tune in RF emissions from personal computer circuit boards (while filtering out emissions from monitors and power supplies). The RF emission from PC circuit boards contains digital information in the PC. Coded RF waves from the NSA's equipment can resonate PC circuits and change data in the PCs. Thus the NSA can gain wireless modem-style entry into any computer in the country for surveillance or anti-terrorist electronic warfare.

Detecting EMF Fields in Humans for Surveillance

A subject's bioelectric field can be remotely detected, so subjects can be monitored anywhere they are. With special EMF equipment NSA cryptologists can remotely read evoked potentials (from EEGs). These can be decoded into a person's brain-states and thoughts. The subject is then perfectly monitored from a distance. NSA personnel can dial up any individual in the country on the Signals Intelligence EMF scanning network and the NSA's computers will then pinpoint and track that person 24 hours a day. The NSA can pick out and track anyone in the US.

3. NSA SIGNALS INTELLIGENCE USE OF EMF BRAIN STIMULATION

NSA Signals Intelligence uses EMF Brain Stimulation for Remote Neural Monitoring (RNM) and Electronic Brain Link (EBL). EMF Brain Stimulation has been in development since the MKULTRA program of the early 1950s, which included neurological research into radiation (non-ionizing EMF) and bioelectric research and development. The resulting secret technology is categorized at the National Security Archives as "Radiation Intelligence", defined as "information from unintentionally emanated electromagnetic waves in the environment, not including radioactivity or nuclear detonation". Signals Intelligence implemented and kept this technology secret in the same manner as other electronic warfare programs of the US Government. The NSA monitors available information about this technology and withholds scientific research from the public. There are also international intelligence agreements to keep this technology secret.

The NSA has proprietary electronic equipment that analyze electrical activity in humans from a distance. NSA computer generated brain mapping can continuously monitor all of the electrical activity in the brain continuously. The NSA records and decode individual brain maps (of hundreds of thousands of persons) for national security purposes. EMF Brain Stimulation is also secretly used by the military for brain-to-computer link (in military fighter aircraft, for example).

For electronic surveillance purposes, electrical activity in the speech center of the brain can be translated into the subject's verbal thoughts. RNM can send encoded signals to the brain's auditory cortex, thus allowing audio communications direct to the brain (bypassing the ears). NSA operatives can use this covertly to debilitate subjects by simulating auditory hallucinations characteristic of paranoid schizophrenia.

Without any contact with the subject, Remote Neural Monitoring can map out electrical activity from the visual cortex of a subject's brain and show images from the subject's brain on a video monitor. NSA operatives see what the surveillance subject's eyes are seeing. Visual memory can also be seen. RNM can send images direct to the visual cortex, bypassing the eyes and optic nerves. NSA operatives can use this surreptitiously to put images into a surveillance subject's brain while they are in REM sleep for brain-programming purposes.

Capabilities of NSA Operatives Using RNM

There has been a Signals Intelligence network in the US since the 1940s. The NSA, Ft Meade has in place a vast two-way wireless RNM system which is used to track subjects and noninvasively monitor audio-
visual information in their brains. This is all done with no physical contact with the subject. RNM is the ultimate method of surveillance and domestic intelligence. Speech, 3D sound and subliminal audio can be sent to the auditory cortex of the subject's brain (bypassing the ears), and images can be sent into the visual cortex. RNM can alter a subject's perceptions, moods and motor control.

Speech cortex/auditory cortex link has become the ultimate communications system for the intelligence community. RNM allows for a complete audio-visual brain-to-brain link or brain-to-computer link.

4. NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY SIGNALS INTELLIGENCE ELECTRONIC BRAIN LINK TECHNOLOGY

NSA SIGINT can remotely detect, identify and monitor a person's bioelectric fields.

The NSA's Signals Intelligence has the proprietary ability to monitor remotely and non-invasively information in the human brain by digitally decoding the evoked potentials in the 30-50 Hz, 5 milliwatt electromagnetic emissions from the brain.

Neuronal activity in the brain creates a shifting electrical pattern that has a shifting magnetic flux. This magnetic flux puts out a constant 30-50 Hz, 5 milliwatt electromagnetic (EMF) wave. Contained in the electromagnetic emission from the brain are spikes and patterns called "evoked potentials". Every thought, reaction, motor command, auditory event and visual image in the brain has a corresponding "evoked potential" or set of "evoked potentials". The EMF emission from the brain can be decoded into the current thoughts, images and sounds in the subject's brain.

NSA SIGINT uses EMF-transmitted Brain Stimulation as a communications system to transmit information (as well as nervous system messages) to intelligence agents and also to transmit to the brains of covert operations subjects (on a non-perceptible level).

EMF Brain Stimulation works by sending a complexly coded and pulsed electromagnetic signal to trigger evoked potentials (events) in the brain, thereby forming sound and visual images in the brain's neural circuits. EMF Brain Stimulation can also change a person's brain-states and affect motor control.

Two-way electronic Brain Link is done by remotely monitoring neural audio-visual information while transmitting sound to the auditory cortex (bypassing the ears) and transmitting faint images to the visual cortex (bypassing the optic nerves and eyes). The images appear as floating 2D screens in the brain.

Two-way electronic Brain Link has become the ultimate communications system for CIA/NSA personnel. Remote neural monitoring (RNM, remotely monitoring bioelectric information in the human brain) has become the ultimate surveillance system. It is used by a limited number of agents in the US Intelligence Community.

5. [NO HEADING IN ORIGINAL DOCUMENT]

RNM requires decoding the resonance frequency of each specific brain area. That frequency is then modulated in order to impose information in that specific brain area. The frequency to which the various brain areas respond varies from 3 Hz to 50 Hz. Only NSA Signals Intelligence modulates signals in this frequency band. (See Table 1.) This modulated information can be put into the brain at varying intensities from subliminal to perceptible. Each person's brain has a unique set of bioelectric resonance/entrainment frequencies. Sending audio information to a person's brain at the frequency of another person's auditory cortex would result in that audio information not being perceived.

The Plaintiff learned of RNM by being in two-way RNM contact with the Kinecome group at the NSA,
Ft Meade.

They used RNM 3D sound direct to the brain to harass the Plaintiff from October 1990 to May 1991.

As of 5/91 they have had two-way RNM communications with the Plaintiff and have used RNM to attempt to incapacitate the Plaintiff and hinder the Plaintiff from going to the authorities about their activities against the Plaintiff in the last 12 years. The Kinnecony group has about 100 persons working 24 hours a day at Ft Meade. They have also brain-tapped persons the Plaintiff is in contact with to keep the Plaintiff isolated. This is the first time ever that a private citizen has been harassed with RNM and has been able to bring a lawsuit against NSA personnel misusing this intelligence operations method.

6. NSA TECHNIQUES AND RESOURCES

Remote monitoring/tracking of individuals in any location, inside any building, continuously, anywhere in the country. A system for inexpensive implementation of these operations allows for thousands of persons in every community to be spied on constantly by the NSA.

Remote RNM Devices

NSA's RNM equipment remotely reads the evoked potentials (EEGs) of the human brain for tracking individuals, and can send messages through the nervous systems to affect their performance. RNM can electronically identify individuals and track them anywhere in the US. This equipment is on a network and is used for domestic intelligence operations, government security and military base security, and in case of bioelectric warfare.

Spotters and Walk-Bys in Metropolitan Areas

Tens of thousands of persons in each area working as spotters and neighbourhood/business place spies (sometimes unwittingly) following and checking on subjects who have been identified for covert control by NSA personnel.

Agents working out of offices can be in constant communication with spotters who are keeping track of the NSA's thousands of subjects in public. NSA agents in remote offices can instantly identify (using-RNM) any individual spotted in public who is in contact with surveillance subject.

Chemicals and Drugs into Residential Buildings with Hidden NSA Installed and Maintained Plastic Plumbing lines.

The NSA has kits for running lines into residential tap water and air ducts of subjects for the delivery of drugs (such as sleeping gas or brainwashing-aiding drugs). This is an outgrowth of CIA pharma-psychology (psychopharmacology).

Brief Overview of Proprietary US Intelligence/Anti- Terrorist Equipment Mentioned

Fixed network of special EMF equipment that can read EEGs in human brains and identify/track individuals by using digital computers. ESB (Electrical Stimulation to the Brain) via EMF signal from the NSA Signals Intelligence is used to control subjects.

EMF equipment that gathers information from PC circuit boards by deciphering RF emissions, thereby gaining wireless modem- style entry into any personal computer in the country. All equipment hidden, all technology secret, all scientific research unreported (as in electronic warfare research). Not known to the public at all, yet complete and thorough implementation of this method of domestic intelligence has been in place since the early 1980s.
Editor's Note: I tried ringing Mr Akwei to find out what was the outcome, if any, of his court case. He firmly but kindly told me that he could not speak about anything to do with the case over the phone and hung up. A subsequent conversation of similar length resulted in the information that he did not wish his address or phone number published with this article. So, if we hear of any developments, we'll let you know.

Table 1: An example of EMF Brain Stimulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brain Area</th>
<th>Bioelectric Resonance Frequency</th>
<th>Information Induced Through Modulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Motor Control Cortex</td>
<td>10 Hz</td>
<td>Motor Impulse co-ordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auditory Cortex</td>
<td>15 Hz</td>
<td>Sound which bypasses the ears</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual Cortex</td>
<td>25 Hz</td>
<td>Images in the brain bypassing the eyes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somatosensory</td>
<td>9 Hz</td>
<td>Phantom touch sense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thought Center</td>
<td>20 Hz</td>
<td>Imposed subconscious thoughts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RESOURCES

These publications have only been discovered since December 1991, after Plaintiff had already notified authorities (Dept of Justice, etc.) of Public Corruption by named NSA employees. When no action was taken against the NSA employees, I researched the Intelligence Community electronic surveillance technology involved and discovered the following publications.

The Body Electric: Electromagnetism and the Foundation of Life, by Robert Becker, M.D. Monitoring neuroelectric information in the brain ESB. (p. 263,313,318)


Currents of Death, by Paul Brodeur. Driving brain electrical activity with external EM; magnetophosphenes; Delgado. (p. 27,93)

The Zapping of America, by Paul Brodeur. DoD EM ESB research; simulating auditory hallucinations.

Of Mice, Men and Molecules, by John H. Heller 1963 Bioelectricity; probing the brain with EM waves. (p, 110)

The Three-Pound Universe, by Judith Hooper. CIA EEG research; EEGs for surveillance. (p.29,132,137)

In the Palaces of Memory, by George Johnson. EM emissions from the brain; the brain as an open electromagnetic circuit.

The Puzzle Palace, by James Bamford. Signals Intelligence; most advanced computers in the early 'sixties.

The US Intelligence Community. Glossary terms at National Security Archives; Radiation Intelligence (information from unintentionally emanated electromagnetic energy, excluding radioactive sources).

The Search for the "Manchurian Candidate", by John Marks. Electrical or radio stimulation to the brain; CIA R&D in bioelectrics. (p.227)

Crimes of the Intelligence Community, by Morton Halperin. Surreptitious entries; intelligence agents running operations against government workers.

War in the Age of Intelligent Machines, NSA computer supremacy, complete control of information.


The Mind, by Richard Restak, M.D. EEG Systems inc.; decoding brain EM emanations, tracking thoughts on a computer. (p. 258)

MedTech, by Lawrence Galton. Triggering events in the brain, direct to auditory cortex signals.


Psychiatry and the CIA: Victims of Mind Control, by Harvey M. Weinstein M.D. Dr. Cameron; psychic driving; ultraconceptual communications.

Journey Into Madness: The True Story of Secret CIA Mind Control and Medical Abuse, by Gordon Thomas, Intelligence R&D; Delgado; psychic driving with radio telemetry. (p. 127,276,116,168,169)

Mind Manipulators, by Alan Scheflin and Edward M. Opton. MKULTRA brain research for information-gathering.

The Brain Changers, by Maya Pines. Listening to brain EM emissions. (p.19)

Modern Bioelectricity. Inducing audio in the brain with EM waves; DoD cover-up; EM wave ESB; remote EEGs

Magnetic Stimulation in Clinical Neurophysiology, by Sudhansu Chokroverty. Magnetophosphenes; images direct to the visual cortex.

The Mind of Man, by Nigel Calder. US intelligence brain research.

Neuroelectric Society Conference, 1971. Audio direct to the brain with EM waves; 2-way remote EEGs.

Brain Control, by Elliot S. Valenstein. ESB., control of individuals.

Towards Century 21, by C.S. Wallia. Brain Stimulation for direct-to-brain communications (p21)


Mind Tools, by Rudy Rucker. Brain tapping; communications with varying biomagnetic fields (p82).


Ear Magazine. Article on extremely low frequencies radio emissions in the natural environment; radio emissions from the human body.


Beyond Bio Feedback, by Elmer and Alyce Green, 1977 (p118)

The Body Quantum, by Fred Alan Wolf


Hoovers' FBI, by Former agent William Turner. Routines of electronic surveillance work. (p280).

July 20th 2019, by Arthur C. Clarke LIDA; Neurophonics; Brain-computer link.

MegaBrain, by Michael Hutchison. Brain stimulation with EM waves; CIA research and information control. (pp.107,108,117,120,123).


The Body Shop, 1986 implantation of an electrode array on the visual cortex for video direct to the brain; other 1960's research into electronically triggering Phosphenes in the brain, thus bypassing the eyes.

Evoked Potentials, by David Regan. Decoding neuroelectric information in the brain.

http://www.brazilboycott.org/profreedom/cov_us.html
FBI AGREES TO INVESTIGATE ELECTRONIC HARASSMENT

Correction: unless kucinich or mckinney speak publicly about the f.b.i. or c.i.a. or Contractors working on their behalf admitting their crimes, then i'm not buying it.

i'm not buying it either. it seems like a ruse to me too

and greg's mothership's newsletter changes everyday with new rhetoric

monday dec 10th it is now fbi is not going to contest case give us all a break

FBI AGREES TO INVESTIGATE ELECTRONIC HARASSMENT AND NOT CONTEST COURT CASE AGAINST THEM
Latest Activity

Big AL replied to JCM's discussion Identifying the technology used and seeking help
"to annie, When i refered to hearing them 'slip' in their words, I have had humans on that have slipped, It has happened more than once. The information was inconsequential. There have also been times whn I was told directly basics of how..."
55 minutes ago

Fouad Zennari added a discussion to the group Janet Smith

Please, do all of best efforts and services to work out to favor me to be legally and humanly found out as possible as you really can ; in urgent legal and human ways to be in time saved out away of t

Subject: Here are the worst wildest so savage Moroccan Ntional Teams and Psychiatrique Services'Teams'Full Names; whom have savagely practiced against me the worst wildest deadly dead yield deadly dead death-penalties'tries since 1989s UP TO RIGHT TODAY, 2013s.Dear Sir or Madam,Here is once more time again, all of my verily details of the worst wildest so savage beast cruel criminalized Moroccan Autoritative National Teams and the worst wildly so criminalized psychiatrique Moroccan Doctors,...See More
2 hours ago
0 Comments 0 Likes

Dimy Lima and ELISEO PEREZ are now friends

2 hours ago

Michel posted videos
FBI AGREES TO INVESTIGATE ELECTRONIC HARASSMENT... http://peacepink.ning.com/forum/topics/fbi-agrees-to-investigate-elec...

2 more...
3 hours ago

Monica Rey replied to deca's discussion ICAACT preliminary scanning meeting in the UK northwest England St Annes in the group UK supporters
"Hi Deca, please include me for a scanning. I asked Diane weeks ago to confirm a place and Melanie also but neither have confirmed this. I have vital Info to share. At the London Meeting i was exposed ti OS...shocking. For Last 4 days I have been..."
3 hours ago

Brulé Parlesillumínés replied to Chanath's discussion Merci de signer cette pétition in the group Victimes Francophone De "Mind Control".
"C'est fait."
4 hours ago

Brulé Parlesillumínés replied to bertin's discussion Affiches et tracts in the group Victimes Francophone De "Mind Control".
"Ce que je pense qu'il faut faire, et ce que je réalise activement par ailleurs, c'est d'informer la communauté des électrosensibles qui doit compter parmi ses rangs de très nombreux..."
4 hours ago

Gary Munroe commented on Susie peris's group BRASIL
"In these times of dire need for a higher global consciousness and by also understanding the principle that change needs to begin individually. Dr. Gary Lee Munroe Barney,PhD. ( "Holy Sage") has dedicated his life to the betterment of the..."
5 hours ago

More...
FBI AGREES TO INVESTIGATE ELECTRONIC HARASSMENT... http://peacepink.ning.com/forum/topics/fbi-agrees-to-investigate-elec...
FedEdration Resistance Global Electronic Harassment Opposition Party

Federation Resistance is headed by James Walbert, Magnus Olsson, John Finch, Kevin Bond, Mike Komran Yazdian and Greg Gamache, each experts in the field of fighting electronic harassment. Federation is committed to eradicating electronic harassment globally.

GROUP ADDRESS  SITE ADDRESS
Federation.Wall.Fm FederationResistance.Weekly.Com

"Friend" Federation Leader On Facebook
http://www.facebook.com/gregtgg

"Win the battle before war is waged"
Sun-Tzu Art Of War
FederationResistance@...

READ MORE »

FBI IN SETTLEMENT TALKS WITH EH ATTORNEY-MASS FILING LAWSUIT SUCCESS-USA

FBI has agreed to enter settlement talks with our attorney to reach an out of court agreement and to begin investigating electronic harassment.

http://endinginhweeley.com/lawsuit-mass-filing.html

http://www.facebook.com/events/376931039726055/

READ MORE »

STEIN AND STEIN-CANADA
Class action suit being headed by Stein And Stein in Montreal. Stein and Stein has won two cases against the CIA for MKULTRA experiments on 277 people. Second suit resulting in a jury award of 27 million USD for victims.

http://endinginhweeley.com/lawsuit-class-action.html

READ MORE »

GRAND JURY INVESTIGATION-USA
FreedomFCHs is leading an effort to open grand jury hearings on electronic harassment.

READ MORE »

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/governmentsponsoredstalking/message/2164

1/29/2013
**FEDERATION**

Reaching 45,000 EH members globally.

Join the Group For Your Continent

http://federation.wall.fm/groups

**FILL OUT YOUR FORM TO GET YOUR EH TURNED OFF BY THE FBI AND FCC**

**YOU MUST DO THIS IN ORDER TO GET YOUR EH TURNED OFF-IMPORTANT**

-READ

**IMPORTANT-READ**

IN ORDER FOR YOU TO GET YOUR EH TURNED OFF AND FOR YOU TO GET YOUR FILES OF THE ELECTRONIC HARASSMENT THAT WAS DONE TO YOU SO YOU CAN USE THEM IN A LAWSUIT SEEKING A DOLLAR AWARD YOU MUST SUBMIT YOUR FORMS TO THE ATTORNEY WHO IS HANDLING THIS- THE FBI IS AGREEING TO SETTLE, TO INVESTIGATE AND TURN

Large scale efforts are currently underway in Britain.

BRAIN READING, V2K, RAYTHEON SILENT GUARDIAN AND NERVOUS SYSTEM AND HEART ATTACK EH WEAPONRY SYSTEMS BEING PURCHASED

Above systems being purchased for use as evidence in court.

http://www.random.com/capabilities/products/silent_guardian/

http://www.lizmag.com/medusa/microwave-crowd-control-raytheon.html

http://www.wsrscorp.com/

http://lonestarconsultinginc.com/

HALO

It has been discovered how to build a device that views the radio frequency band of the electromagnetic spectrum this allows the signals going to EH victims to be seen.

http://endingehh.weebly.com/device-that-allows-you-to-see-eh-signals-frequencies.html

SKYNET

Plans to erect SkyNet are underway. SkyNet is a network radio direction finder GPS system that displays live on satellite view the signals going to victims and the source of their origin. Plans are to erect SkyNet in all of the United States, Canada, Europe, China and Russia so that all locations sending EH signals to victims in the above locations may be discovered.

http://www.swssec.com/tracknet.html

RESISTANCE GROUPS FORMED IN USA, CANADA, UK, AUSTRALIA AND CHINA

Groups are currently being formed.

http://federation.wall.fm/groups

MASS FILING SUITS PLANNED IN U.K., CANADA AND AUSTRALIA

Suits are currently being formed. This is a replica of the United States Mass Filing to get federal law enforcement and frequency regulating authorities to investigate electronic harassment and furnish victims with files of what was done to them.

MKULTRA HEARINGS REOPENING ATTEMPT-USA

Attempts to reopen MKULTRA hearings currently underway.

http://endingehh.weebly.com/mkultra-hearings.html

FEDERATION HEAD KEVIN BOND ON TV NEWS SPEAKING ABOUT ELECTRONIC HARASSMENT
OFF THESE SYSTEMS AND TO FURNISH VICTIMS WITH COMPETE AND UNREDACED FILES OF WHAT WAS DONE TO THEM

THOSE SUBMITTING THEIR FORMS TO THE ATTORNEY WILL BE FURNISHED WITH A COURT ORDER FROM THE FEDERAL COURTHOUSE IN ST LOUIS THAT THE FBI AND FCC ARE TURNING OFF YOUR EH AND INVESTIGATING IT AND ALSO GIVING YOU COMPLETE FILES OF WHAT WAS DONE TO YOU

IF YOU WANT TO GET YOUR EH TURNED OFF AND TO RECEIVE FILES OF WHAT WAS DONE TO YOU AS WELL AS THE COURT ORDER YOU MUST SUBMIT YOUR FORMS TO THE ATTORNEY WHO IS HANDLING THIS.

THIS TAKES TWO MINUTES OF YOUR TIME TO GET THESE FORMS OFF IN THE MAIL. IF YOU DONT HAVE A PRINTER GO TO FEDEX OR KINKOS OR A LOCAL UNIVERSITY OR LIBRARY- THE LINK BELOW FOR THE FORMS MUST BE COPIED AND PASTED INTO YOUR BROWSER NOT CLICKED ON, TRY CLICKING IF YOU LIKE BUT YOU WILL NEED TO COPY AND PASTE IT INTO THE WEBADDRESS/BROWSER BAR

EH IS FINALLY DEAD IN THE UNITED STATES, IT TOOK ONE AND A HALF YEARS TO PUT THIS SUIT TOGETHER AND IT FINALLY WORKED. INFORM ALL VICTIMS OF WHAT HAS HAPPENED AND FORWARD THIS NEWSLETTER OFF TO THEM SO THEY CAN SEE THEMSELVES.

POST THIS INFORMATION ON FACEBOOK AND CREATE EVENTS FROM YOUR FACEBOOK HOMEPAGE "CLICK CREATE EVENT ON LEFT BY YOUR PICTURE" WHERE YOU COPY AND PASTE THE INFORMATION IN THIS NEWSLETTER INTO THE EVENT DESCRIPTION PAGE AND THEN CLICK INVITE FRIENDS AND CLICK THE LITTLE BOX BY EACH FRIEND THEN CLICK SAVE AT THE BOTTOM, CIRCULATE THIS NEWSLETTER TO ALL VICTIMS YOU KNOW OF SO THEY CAN GET THEIR EH TURNED OFF TOO.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/governmentsponsoredstalking/message/2164
TO GET YOUR EH TURNED OFF
AND TO RECEIVE YOUR COURT
ORDER THAT ITS BEING TURNED
OFF AND TO RECEIVE YOUR
FILES YOU MUST FOLLOW THE
BELOW INSTRUCTIONS.

AFTER YOU RECEIVE YOUR FILES
YOU MAY SUE FOR A DOLLAR
AWARD

Here are instructions.

Copy and paste it into your browser the link,
print this form. If the link appears with two
http://'s, remove one, if you have problems
viewing the form or printing it, send me an email
to mothership010@.... COPY AND PASTE THE
LINK CLICKING PROBABLY WON'T WORK.

http://www.moed.uscourts.gov/sites/default/files/moed
-0039.pdf

Fill out all of page two, and only put your name
for plaintiff and FBI and FCC for defendant on
first page.

This form allows our attorney to file for you
without court costs.

Also enclose a one page letter with only your
name, address and phone number in the
envelope.

Mail these and a check or money order for ten
dollars to Dave Bohrer, Bohrer Law Firm,

7503 Big Bend Boulevard St. Louis, MO 63119

Make check or money order out to Dave Bohrer
attorney

Get these filings off immediately. Doing so turns
off your EH and gives you your files.

You will receive your
court order in the mail
shortly after sending off
your information.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/governmentsponsoredstalking/message/2164

1/29/2013
SPREAD THIS NEWSLETTER TO ALL VICTIMS YOU KNOW OF - POST ON GROUPS AND FACEBOOK - SEND TO ALL VICTIMS YOU HAVE EMAIL ADDRESSES FOR - TELL OTHERS ABOUT THIS

EH CONFERENCE CALLS EVERY NIGHT - CALL IN -
Conference calls starting at 10pm Eastern, 9pm Central, 8pm Rocky Mountain, 7pm West Coast/Pacific
Conference Calls Every Night at this time, Conference Call line is http://groups.yahoo.com/group/governmentsponsoredstalking/message/2164

1/29/2013
also open 24/7/365 so is our chat room

Conference Call Line 712.432.3900
Call ID 101016
Pin#1

Members overseas please join us

Forward this newsletter to a friend, post links to it on FaceBook and other EH groups

For chat log in/sign up at
http://federation.watt.fm
Go to page Chat

SEND US ANY AND ALL VICTIMS EMAIL ADDRESSES AND CONTACT LISTS TO MOTHERSHIP010@...
SO WE CAN REACH OUT TO THEM WITH OUR NEWSLETTER- THANKS

SPREAD THIS NEWSLETTER TO ALL VICTIMS YOU KNOW OF- POST ON GROUPS AND FACEBOOK- SEND TO ALL VICTIMS YOU HAVE EMAIL ADDRESSES FOR- TELL OTHERS ABOUT THIS

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/governmentsponsoredstalking/message/2164
JOIN US

http://federation.wall.fm
VIEW US
http://federationresistance.weebly.com

JOIN US
http://federation.wall.fm

24/7/365 Conference Call Line 712.432.3900
Call ID 101016
Pin#1
Conference calls starting at 10pm Eastern, 9pm Central, 8pm Rocky Mountain, 7pm West Coast/Pacific
Conference Calls Every Night at this time.
Log Into Chat Then Wait For Others To Log In Then Group On Conference Call Line
Chat Web Address:
http://federation.wall.fm/tinychat
24/7/365 Text and Video Chat
http://federation.wall.fm/tinychat
24/7/365 Our Music Live
http://deepmix.eu
Coming Soon Clinical Support Help Line For Victims In Distress
Staffed By A Counselor
Number Soon To Be Announced
To Volunteer to be a help line counselor for one hour every month send email to mothership01@… email subject heading volunteer for help line.
Federation Leader

Guest speakers James Walbert, Kevin Bond, Attorney Dave Bohrer of Bohrer Law Firm and Al Stein of law firm Stein and Stein to be appearing soon on conference call line to be announced.

FREEDOM FROM ELECTRONIC HARASSMENT IS NOW AN OPTION
-DO NOT LET HOPE PERISH WITHIN YOU BUT RATHER KINDLE YOUR FLAME AND LIGHT OTHERS

Have a news article for us? Submit to FederationResistance@...

Read More »

We Are A Federally Licensed Tax Exempt Not For Profit Dedicated to Eradicating EH Globally

Federation Resistance Global Electronic Harassment Opposition Party
2417865 Conference Call Line: 712.432.3900 Call ID 101016 Pin #1
Conference calls starting at 10pm Eastern, 9pm Central, 8pm Rocky Mountain, 7pm West Coast/Pacific, Conference Calls Every Night at this time.
Log into Chat Then Wait For Others To Log In Then Group On Conference Call Line
Chat Web Address:http://Federation.Wall.Fm/TinyChat
Email:mothership010@
Website: http://www.federationresistance.weebly.com
Webgroup: http://www.federation.wall.fm

-------------JOIN US-------------

----http://FEDERATION.WALL.FM----

-------------

Have Victim Email Contact Lists?
Forward Them To mothership010@

Donations?
We Do Not Solicit Or Accept Donations
Want To Donate To Us?
Buy Yourself Something Nice

If you are receiving this newsletter but not from us and would like to receive our email directly to your email address, please send an email to mothership010@

subscribe me to federation newsletter subject heading or sign up for our newsletter at http://federationresistance.weebly.com/newsletter.html

Forward this newsletter to a friend
Post this newsletter on Facebook, Victim's groups and forums
Spread news of Federation

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/governmentsponsoredstalking/message/2164

1/29/2013
SPREAD AND MAKE BRIGHT THE KINDLE OF RESISTANCE

Federation Resistance Global Electronic Harassment Opposition Party
Time Square
New York, New York
U.S.A.

This message was sent to qi@pony@... from:
JJ 1816 fairgrounds road j at charles, mo 63303
Update Profile | Forward To a Friend

Dec 11, 2012 11:39 am
bmaskforce@...
Defending Against False Diagnosis of Mental Illness

There is a good chance that most targets will encounter charges that they are mentally ill. When these charges come from family members, police, or doctors, the target can find themselves facing incarceration in mental hospital, or being forced to take dangerous and debilitating psychoactive drugs in the community.

There are some things which can be done to avoid this. Summarized, they include:

- Restrict What You Say to Professionals (a section in this booklet)
- Restrict what you say to everyone, especially family
- Always speak to officials about OS/EH as a member of an in-person group
- Have stalking statistics and/or proven technology information printed and ready
- Call around local crisis support organizations to find an OS-aware staffer
- Locate a lawyer with mental health defense experience (who takes legal aid)
- If already in the psychiatric system, gradually appear to agree with them and get out

When I say “Always speak to officials about OS/EH in an in-person group” that especially includes doctors and police. Part of this point “Call around local crisis support organizations to find an OS-aware staffer” is to attempt to have such a staffer accompany you in any really critical meetings with doctors or police. It may be possible to have a particularly conservative, sane-sounding target accompany you if you can’t get the crisis support staffer to go with you, but an organized-stalking-aware crisis support staffer is the best.

Sorry to have to say this, but not every target is going to present a credible appearance, so take time and care to find out how a potential escort to critical meetings will present themselves and answer questions. Only invite someone you have known and interacted with for some time.

Interestingly, rape crisis centers, sometimes called sexual assault centers, which can either be government or private agencies, have proven to have staffers who know what OS is. Even though you are not complaining about sexual assault, include them on your list of agencies to call looking for an OS-aware staffer. My experience with the Toronto rape center was that they were quite willing to talk to men - men aren’t regarded as “the dreaded enemy” by the staff. CATCH met in their offices and men were welcome to attend. (They no longer take calls relating to OS/EH, FYI, because they have no targets to refer callers to.)

When calling, state your purpose right up front, that you are looking for a staffer who is aware of organized or group stalking. If you get a blank, try a different day or time when you are likely to get a different staffer on line. This repeated calling is how a target in Toronto was able to locate an OS-aware staffer in a supervisory position, who made the CATCH group possible. That group no longer operates, but in the two years it was active, a number of staff members who had been familiar with OS were located.

To locate a lawyer with mental health defense experience, I succeeded using the yellow pages. The law society’s lawyer referral service may or may not be helpful, but they are worth a try. Actually contacting any lawyer’s secretary may produce leads.

http://electronicharassmentweekly.com/defending-against-false-diagnosis-of-mental-illness
Once you locate such a lawyer, prepare a ONE PAGE, carefully prepared, sane-sounding description of your situation. Try hard for one page, though you may need two. You might even consider asking for comments on your proposed page on the forums to get it as good as it can be. This page is like a resume.

Make sure there is a comment on your page saying what you want the lawyer to do. In my case, it was simply to be ready to defend me against false mental illness charges because I had decided to go into the street picketing to expose OS/EH. If you are already in the mental health system, provide contact information on your page.

I recommend not more than one Internet web link, if any on that page. Not as part of your page, but printed out and ready for backup if you find you need it during your conversation with the lawyer, I recommend you print out and have ready a photocopy of this e-booklet written as a brief overview of the OS/EH crime picture for the public:

http://www.multistalkervictims.org/osatv.pdf

That short document gives you quick access to both the government stalking statistics and the proven through-wall technologies, summarized for quick reading. If the lawyer shows interest in those things, you have them handy. You may also want to leave a copy of that e-booklet with the lawyer, but be sure you tell the lawyer you are not requesting them to read the booklet, or you may receive a bill for a couple of hundred dollars. (If you can afford that, it might be a good idea, though.)

Once that preparatory work has been done, make an appointment. Most lawyers will give you one free 30-minute consult to see if your needs match their offered services.

If you are in the mental health system, that may require some actual work and how to pay for that work must be discussed. Legal aid may not cover what you need.

If you are just setting yourself up with a lawyer who is willing to defend you in case you get falsely diagnosed in the future, what you are mainly doing is providing him a one-page summary to go in a file. That's the best that a free 30-minute consult can get you.

I lucked out when I went to see my mental health defence experience lawyer. She already knew all about OS/EH, because she had acted as a defence attorney for a perpetrator. Naturally she could give no details, but she did say he was a government employee who wanted to get out of doing OS/EH work. He was falsely convicted of a crime and placed in the Ontario Hospital for the Criminally Insane, and it took her 4 years to get him out. Total secrecy was the price of getting him out and she is not willing to even repeat this publicly. She is now retired. Targets must not assume they are going to do as well, but it does help with confidence when you find a non-target official who knows about OS/EH, even if they aren't willing to go public. This may not be for everyone, but I did one thing on the recommendation of this lawyer: I went for a private psychiatric examination, with a psychiatrist that the lawyer knew was fair and honest.

The result: The psychiatrist found no signs of mental illness.

Unfortunately, the perps got after this psychiatrist and she no longer takes OS/EH target patients. But it is possible to find honest psychiatrists, and asking a mental health defence lawyer may be a way to do that. Doing that could help if a target is being pressured to see a psychiatrist, but is still free to choose one. Not guaranteed, but worth a try. If you are stuck in a mental hospital, you may find that the doctor(s) will insist that you admit you are imagining the harassment before they will begin the process of letting you out. My recommendation is to very slowly appear to agree with them. Very slowly is critically important because going too fast will make it look as if you are faking it.

Some ways you can appear to "be recovering" are gradually read newspapers or watch news on TV, and make short comments occasionally to staff, showing you are aware of and interested in news stories. Show concern for your health, your diet, drink plenty of water, try hard to sleep or at least lie still through the night. Be sure to quietly keep yourself aware of things like the date and who is your country's leader. Failing to know those things is used by psychiatrists to diagnose you as mentally ill.

Don't force staff to inject you; take the damn pills and resolve never to go near a psychiatrist again once you are free.

Once you get out, go to a library (med school libraries are best) or research on line all the meds you are on. Find out what their side effects are. Then gradually, and I mean gradually as in "over several months," taper off. Never stop completely, always keep a trace of the meds in your bloodstream until you are finally taken off them. You may want to emulate the side effects until you are taken off the meds.

http://electronicharassmentweekly.com/defending-against-false-diagnosis-2-004814548.html
To any member of the public who reads this and objects to my advice, I say if you don’t like my advice, put the blame on the justice systems of the world who won’t even take written complaints about organized stalking and electronic harassment, in most cases. The official crime statistics show OS is now being handled in some places at a rate of one case in eight.

Once the justice system starts doing their sworn and paid jobs, instead of pretending OS/EH doesn’t happen, we will then no longer need to resort to such tactics.

And by the way, SINGLE stalker targets have also been ridiculed and falsely diagnosed as mentally ill, so OS/EH targets are not unique in this respect.

By Eleanor White